
Basic Training         K-6 

OBJECTIVE: Get back to the basics with this fast-paced, energetic, seek out and capture game 

where teamwork, perseverance, and memory are essential to being victorious. Basic Training is a 

cross-curricular game specifically designed to reinforce the learning and/or memorization of the 

alphabet, sight words, numbers, shapes, colors, and food groups.    

EQUIPMENT: The equipment needs listed below are based on a class of 48 (24 teams of 2). 

Each grade level grouping requires various materials and will be depicted below. Note: alphabet, 

sight words, numbers, shapes, colors, and food groups recognized on the task cards can be added 

to, deleted, or modified in any way to meet your curriculum objectives. All alphabet, sight 

words, numbers, shapes, and color flash cards used in this game will be referenced in the 

Resource List. 

K-1 equipment needs:  

• Scooters (Optional; 24 or one for every group of two) Note: allow players to run (or use 

any specified locomotor movement) if enough scooters are unavailable. 

• Hula Hoop (Optional for storing captured items; 24 or one for every group of two) 

• Box/container (1; for storing additional task cards) 

• Yarn balls (24 or four red, blue, green, yellow, orange, and purple) 

• Alphabet A-Z and Numbers 0-20 (two of each letter and number) Note: writing the 

alphabet and numbers on poly spots with a large permanent markers or copying sets to 

cardstock and laminating them is recommended. 

• Level 1 Sight Words Flash Cards (1 Set)  

• Colors & Shapes Match Me Game (use only the 48 matching shape cards) 

• K-1 Task Card (4 of each color-coded card) 

2-3 equipment needs: 

• Scooters (Optional; 24 or one for every group of two) Note: allow players to run (or use 

any specified locomotor movement) if enough scooters are unavailable. 

• Hula Hoop (Optional for storing captured items; 24 or one for every group of two) 

• Box/container (1; for storing additional task cards) 

• Yarn balls (24 or four red, blue, green, yellow, orange, and purple) 

• Level 2 Sight Words Flash Cards (1 Set)  



• Colors & Shapes Match Me Game (use only the 48 matching shape cards) 

• Addition Flash Cards (1 set) 

• Subtraction Flash Cards (1 set) 

• 2-3 Task Card (4 of each color-coded card) 

4-6 equipment needs: 

• Scooters (Optional; 24 or one for every group of two) Note: allow players to run (or use 

any specified locomotor movement) if enough scooters are unavailable. 

• Hula Hoop (Optional for storing captured items; 24 or one for every group of two) 

• Box/container (1; for storing additional task cards) 

• Level 3 Sight Words Flash Cards (1 Set) 

• Colors & Shapes Match Me Game (use only the 48 matching shape cards) 

• Division Flash Cards (1 set) 

• Multiplication Flash Cards (1 set) 

• Pictures of food from the Fruit, Meat/Protein, Milk, Fats/Oils/Sweets, Vegetable, and 

Grain/Bread Groups (at least 12 color pictures from each food group) Note: 

assigning/asking each student to bring in one picture from each group to be laminated is 

highly recommended. 

• 4-6 Task Card (4 of each color-coded card)   

PROCEDURE: 

Spread the hula hoops around the perimeter of the gym. Next, place one scooter and one Grade-

level appropriate Basic Training Task Card (K-1, 2-3, or 4-6) inside each hoop. There are six 

unique task cards for each grade-level grouping for K-1, 2-3, and 4-6 Grades. Each of the six 

cards per grade-level has also been assigned a color (red, blue, green, orange, purple, and 

yellow). Note: The color assigned is based on whatever color the yarn ball is on each page. 

Finally, spread out all flash cards, yarn balls and empty box for task cards around the gym. The 

object of the game is to be the first team to complete all six or seven “requirements” listed on 

each Basic Training Task Card.  

To Begin: Instruct students to get into groups of two (one group of three if an odd number 

occurs) and go sit at one of the hula hoops located around the gym. Remind students to turn over 

and look at the Basic Training Task Card and follow along as the teacher gives instructions. 

Explain that each team must locate one item labeled beside each of the six or seven problems 



from their task card. It is a mystery as to where any item is located because all of the items were 

randomly spread around the gym before the class arrived. Therefore, teammates set out on a 

mission to first decide on what problem they want to answer, which can be answered in any 

order, before traveling to locate their items. For example, one team has the “blue” 2-3 Basic 

Training Task Card and they decide to find an answer to problem #1 that states “Find an addition 

fact that = 4 or 7. To perform this task, one teammate (passenger) must get on the scooter and 

allow the other teammate (driver) to carefully push and drive their partner around the gym in 

search for an “addition” flash card fact with a sum of 4 or 7. Note: Reckless driving and/or 

collisions result in a 2-minute penalty at each team’s hoop. Remind students that there are 

multiple solutions available and to persevere and keep searching until they find the cards they 

need. Instruct students, once an item has been located, to grab the card before driving back to 

place it inside of their hoop. Teammates will switch positions and select a new problem to 

answer. Note: for scooter skill ideas, please see pp. 57-61 in Hughes, J.D. 2002. No Standing 

Around in My Gym: Creative Lesson Plans, Games, and Teaching Tips for Elementary Physical 

Education. Human Kinetics Publishers, Inc. Note: the teacher should walk around to clarify any 

misunderstandings and make sure teams are properly completing their task cards. Teams, once 

they have completed a task card, will locate the teacher. The teacher’s job is to check for 

understanding by quickly reviewing all of the team’s answers, providing any hints or insight for 

any misunderstandings. Teammates must grab their answers and randomly spread them back 

over the gym, trade their old task card for a different colored task card from the box/container, 

once the teacher determines that a team is successful. Each team’s goal is to complete as many 

task cards as possible within the time limit. 

RULES AND SAFETY: 

1. Reckless driving and/or collisions result in a 2-minute penalty at each team’s hoop. 

2. Only one item may be collected and brought to the hoop before switching positions. 

3. Do not bend or fold the task cards, flash cards or other collectible items. 

4. Teams must select a new card from one of six different colored cards after the successful 

completion of a task card. 

VARIATIONS: 

1. Allow K-1 students to find as many items as they can from each list before being allowed 

to get another card. 
 



RESOURCE LIST: all equipment listed below can be purchased online at Amazon.com. Note: 

Save money, by going online to places like www.createdbyteachers.com/sightfreemain.html to 

download sight words. Copy the sight words and re-create shapes, colors, food groups and math 

problems, etc. to cardstock before being laminated. Printing on cardstock and laminating each 

card will greatly increase the durability of each set.   

1. Skill Drill Flash Cards: Sight Words-Level 1, 2 and 3 (come in packs of 96 cards). 

2. Colors & Shapes Match Me Game  

3. Alphabet Flash Cards pack of 80  

4. Addition Flash Cards pack of 91  

5. Subtraction Flash Cards pack of 91  

6. Division Flash Cards pack of 91  

7. Multiplication Flash Cards pack of 91  

 

 



K-1 Basic Training Task Card 
 

Work with your teammate to find one item from each section to complete your Basic Training. 
 

1.   0   1   2   3  

2.                  = triangle            

3.    Aa   Bb         Cc       Dd 

4.  a      and     away       big      blue       with 

5.             = blue      

6.  can      come    down   find         for 

 

K-1 Basic Training Task Card 
 

Work with your teammate to find one item from each section to complete your Basic Training.  

1.   4    5    6  

2.                                      = circle                         

3.   Ee   Ff       Gg     Hh 

4.  funny     go      help       here       I   in     was     

5.             = red      

6.  is   it   little she       so       look 



K-1 Basic Training Task Card 
 

Work with your teammate to find one item from each section to complete your Basic Training. 
 

1.   7    8    9 

2.                                      = square    

3.  Ii   Jj   Kk   Ll 

4.  make      me       my       not       one       play 

5.                      = green      

6.  red       run       said       see       the       three 

 

K-1 Basic Training Task Card 
 

Work with your teammate to find one item from each section to complete your Basic Training. 
 

1.   10    11    12  

2.                      = rectangle                 = star 

3.  Mm  Nn   Oo           Pp 

4.   to       two      up       we        where       yellow 

5.                = orange      

6.  you        all        am        are        at        ate 



K-1 Basic Training Task Card 
 

Work with your teammate to find one item from each section to complete your Basic Training. 
 

1.  13   14   15   16  

2.                    = oval                        = octagon           

3.  Qq         Rr         Ss        Tt         Uu 

4. be      black       brown        but        came      did 

5.              = purple      

6. do       eat       four        get        good           have 

 

K-1 Basic Training Task Card 
 

Work with your teammate to find one item from each section to complete your Basic Training. 
 

1.   17   18   19           20  

2.         = diamond           

3. Vv        Ww          Xx          Yy         Zz 

4. he         into       like     must            new        no  

5.               = yellow      

6. now         on        our  out         ran           say 



2-3 Basic Training Task Card 
 

Work with your teammate to find each of the following items to complete your 

Basic Training. 
 

1.  Find an addition fact that equals =: 4 or 7    

2. Find a card or object that has the following shape:           = triangle            

3. Find a subtraction fact that equals =: 2 or 7 

4. Find 1 of the following sight words: always   around   because   been   buy 

5. Find 1 yarn ball that is:              = blue  

6. Find 1 of the following sight words: call      cold       does       don’t        fast 

7. Find an addition fact that equals =: 5 or 9  

 
 

2-3 Basic Training Task Card 
 

Work with your teammate to find each of the following items to complete your 

Basic Training. 
 

1. Find an addition fact that equals =: 6 or 10     

2. Find a card or object that has the following shape:               = circle                        

3. Find a subtraction fact that equals =: 0  

4. Find 1 of the following sight words: found     gave      goes      green      its 

5. Find 1 yarn ball that is:              = red      

6. Find 1 of the following sight words:  off      or       orange      people     pull 

7. Find an addition fact that equals =: 8 or 14 



2-3 Basic Training Task Card 
 

Work with your teammate to find each of the following items to complete your 

Basic Training. 
 

1. Find an addition fact that equals =: 13  

2. Find a card or object that has 1 of the following shapes:           = square        = diamond 

3. Find a subtraction fact that equals =: 1 or 4 

4. Find 1 of the following sight words: sit    sleep    after    again     an      any 

5. Find 1 yarn ball that is:              = green      

6. Find 1 of the following sight words:  ask     as     by     could     every      fly 

7. Find an addition fact that equals =: 17 or 20 

 
 

2-3 Basic Training Task Card 
 

Work with your teammate to find each of the following items to complete your Basic Training. 
 

1. Find an addition fact that equals =: 15 or 18 

2. Find a card or object that has the following shape:                   = rectangle           

3. Find a subtraction fact that equals =: 6 or 10 

4.  Find 1 of the following sight words:  from     give     going       had       has       

5. Find 1 yarn ball that is:              = orange      

6. Find 1 of the following sight words: her   him     his     how     just     know 

7. Find an addition fact that equals =: 16 or 19 



2-3 Basic Training Task Card 
 

Work with your teammate to find each of the following items to complete your Basic Training. 
 

1. Find an addition fact that equals =: 14  

2. Find a card or object that has 1 of the following shapes:              = oval              = octagon           

3. Find a subtraction fact that equals =: 5 or 9 

4. Find 1 of the following sight words: let    live      may       of      old       once 

5. Find 1 yarn ball that is:              = purple      

6. Find 1 of the following sight words: open     over      put      round      some  

7. Find an addition fact that equals =: 12 

 

2-3 Basic Training Task Card 
 

Work with your teammate to find each of the following items to complete your Basic Training. 
 

1. Find an addition fact that equals =: 11   

2. Find a card or object that has 1 of the following shapes:                     = star           

3. Find a subtraction fact that equals =: 3 or 8 

4. Find 1 of the following sight words: stop     take      thank      them      then 

5. Find 1 yarn ball that is:              = yellow      

6. Find 1 of the following sight words: think     walk     were     when    would 

7. Find an addition fact that equals =: 10 

 



4-6 Basic Training Task Card 
 

Work with your teammate to find each of the following items to complete your Basic Training. 

 

1. Find a multiplication fact that equals =: 12 or 36   

2. Find a card or object that has the following shape:           = triangle            

3. Find a division fact that equals =: 6 

4. Find 1 of the following sight words: need    nine oil    only own     set 

5. Find a picture of a something in the Meat/Protein group.      

6. Find 1 of the following sight words: same seven       shall      show      six 

7. Find a picture of a something in the Fruit group.   

 

4-6 Basic Training Task Card 
 

Work with your teammate to find each of the following items to complete your Basic Training. 

 

1. Find an multiplication fact that equals =:8 or 9 or 30  

2. Find a card or object that has the following shape:             = circle                        

3. Find a division fact that equals =: 7 

4. Find 1 of the following sight words: take    tell    ten     than      try      well 

5. Find a picture of a something in the Milk group.      

6. Find 1 of the following sight words:  turn  year    zero      part       pick 

7. Find a picture of a something in the Fats, Oils, or Sweets group. 

  



4-6 Basic Training Task Card 
 

Work with your teammate to find each of the following items to complete your Basic Training. 

 

1. Find an multiplication fact that equals =: 6  or 20 or 60 

2. Find a card or object that has the following shape:            = square     = star 

3. Find a division fact that equals =: 8 

4. Find 1 of the following sight words: about      air      also      back      better   

5. Find a picture of a something in the Fruit group.      

6. Find 1 of the following sight words:  boy      bring      carry      cut      day  

7. Find a picture of a something in the Vegetable group.   

 

 

4-6 Basic Training Task Card 
 

Work with your teammate to find each of the following items to complete your Basic Training. 

 

1. Find an multiplication fact that equals =: 0  or 4 or 24  

2. Find a card or object that has the following shape:                   = rectangle           

3. Find a division fact that equals =: 9 

4. Find 1 of the following sight words: done     draw     drink      eight       end       

5. Find a picture of a something in the Meat/Protein group.      

6. Find 1 of the following sight words: even     fall       far       find    full    girl 

7. Find a picture of a something in the Grain/Bread group.  



4-6 Basic Training Task Card 
 

Work with your teammate to find each of the following items to complete your Basic Training. 

 

1. Find an multiplication fact that equals =: 16    or  18 or 40  

2. Find a card or object that has 1 of the following shapes:               = oval             = octagon           

3. Find a division fact that equals =: 10 

4. Find 1 of the following sight words: got     grow       hard       hold      home 

5. Find a picture of a something in the Vegetable group.      

6. Find 1 of the following sight words: hot    hurt     if      keep     kind   land  

7. Find a picture of a something in the Milk group.  

 

4-6 Basic Training Task Card 
 

Work with your teammate to find each of the following items to complete your Basic Training. 

 

1. Find an multiplication fact that equals =: 10    or   48  or 72  

2. Find a card or object that has 1 of the following shapes:             = diamond           

3. Find a division fact that equals =: 11 

4. Find 1 of the following sight words: light       line      long       man      mean       

5. Find a picture of a something in the Fats, Oils, or Sweets group.      

6. Find 1 of the following sight words: men     most     move     much      name 

7. Find a picture of a something in the Grain/Bread group.  

 


